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meaning the motor will last only 1,000 seconds according to
the preceding formula. However, the formula is not applicable
in this case because the motor can in fact operate
continuously since 100% is the rated current. The curve then
is an approximation rather than a precise representation of I2t.
This does not mean that the motor will burn up immediately
with that much overcurrent supplied to it. There is some builtin time flexibility to allow the motor to withstand the overload
resulting from the starting current and startup time. To allow
the motor to operate within those parameters then,

Fig. 1 Motor Startup Current
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and the motor will operate normally for up to four times the
time in the previous example, or 160 seconds. If we try 100%
the rated current, then we get the following

JEM 1357 also stipulates a maximum time value of 40 seconds
for overcurrent that is 600% of the current SV and 4 minutes for
overcurrent that is 200% of the current SV.
JIS B 8324 (Submersible Motor-Pumps for Deep Well) stipulates
that elements must operate within 5 seconds for current five times
the total load current to protect motors. There are various types of
general Motor Protective Relays with activation times ranging
from several seconds to several tens of seconds for overcurrents
of 500% the rated value.
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The JEM 1357 standard (Inductive and Static Protective
Relays for Three-phase Inductive Motors) stipulates that
the must operate value should fall between 105% and 125%
of the current SV and the majority of Motor Protective Relay
manufacturers conform to this standard. This value is
sufficient for any motors unless otherwise specified.
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The motor will catch fire if it is overloaded and overcurrent is
supplied for an extended period of time.
This is why overload current must be instantly detected to shut
down the motor and protect it from damage.
Unfortunately, overcurrent around 500% the rated current is
generally present with inductive motors anywhere from
several seconds to several tens of seconds at startup as
shown in Fig. 1. If the motor's overcurrent element operates at
that point, the motor will shut down immediately upon startup
and will not run. Therefore, Motor Protective Relays need to
have an overcurrent element that detects whether current
exceeding the rated value is being supplied to the motor as
well as a time element that will not operate with overcurrent
present only during motor startup time, but will operate if
overcurrent is present beyond that time. In other words, the
time element is required to prevent faulty Motor Protective
Relay operation when the motor starts.
The time element is required for another very important
reason.
Fig. 2 shows the I2t curve for the temperature characteristics
of the motor. The motor will operate normally and will not burn
as long as it is operated in the area below this curve. In the
example, the motor can operate normally even though
overcurrent around 500% the rated current is supplied to the
motor for 40 seconds. If the current is halved to 250%, then
we get the following

Motor current (% of the rated value)

These functions are described in more detail below.
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Motor Protective Relays have the following functions built in to
provide functions (1) and (2) above.
(1) Overload elements
Overcurrent elements
Time elements
(2) Open-phase elements
(3) Reverse-phase elements

overcurrent should not cause the Motor Protective Relay to
operate immediately. The better choice would be to use
activation time characteristics, or the so-called inverse timedelay characteristics, selected to operate the Motor Protective
Relay quickly for large currents and take longer to operate for
low currents to ensure motor operation in the area below the
curve shown in Fig. 2. This is precisely why the time element
is added to the overload element. It prevents unnecessary
work stoppages that would occur should the Motor Protective
Relay operate immediately when overcurrent is present.
This is not true for every application, however. In cases where
the load is fixed and current exceeding the rated value clearly
is an abnormal condition for the load, then failure to shut down
the motor immediately when overcurrent is supplied will
damage the load and the damage may spread through the
system. The fastest possible overload element activation time
is always preferable for load protection applications. Even
here, a significant motor starting current will be supplied even
in these applications, so an overload element is needed that
will not operate for a specified period of time at startup and
can operate instantly in subsequent operation. These are
generally referred to as instantaneous elements.
The preceding section describes why overload elements
require both a current-detecting element and a time element,
but how do you select these current and time values?
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Motor Protective Relay applications can be grouped by
purpose into the following categories.
(1) Protecting the motor itself (burnout protection)
(2) Minimizing damage to the load connected to the motor
(In this case, you must select a Motor Protective Relay
that is suitable for the load rather than the motor.)

Sensors

 Functions Required of Motor Protective Relays
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Fig. 3 Open-phase Current Distribution
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Fig. 2 Motor Temperature Characteristics and Protection Curve
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Fig. 4 Vector Diagram for Open-phase Power Supply Line Current
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(b) Internal Star-delta Open Phase
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An open phase is an abnormal condition. It is not advisable to
allow the motor to continue to run with an open-phase condition
even with a light load. The slightest increase in the load could
stop the motor from running. Short-circuiting or electrical shock
accidents could also occur if someone were to touch the outer
covering of a disconnected inductive line.
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(1) Open-phase in a Star-connected Motor
As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the power supply line current and
the motor winding current are the same no matter where
the line is open. This means the motor will not burn up
because the overload element on the power supply line
will detect overcurrent if an open-phase condition occurs.
The overload element cannot detect overcurrent if it does
not reach the element when the motor load is light, but the
motor will not burn up here again because the current is
too low and operation will continue with the lighter load.

(2) External Open-phase with a Delta-connected Motor
Let's see what happens with the situation shown in Fig. 3 (b).
If we make I the winding current during normal operation,
then the power supply line current is 3I . If we make In the
rated current in the windings, then the rated current of the
power supply line will be 3In and the overload element will
monitor the equivalent winding current to determine whether
In < I by observing whether 3In < 3I .
In the open-phase condition shown in (b), however, the
power supply line current will be 3/2In when I = In. This means
that 3/2 In < 3In , or 1.5 In < 1.732 In. Depending on the
overload status of the motor then, the overload element will
not operate because the power line current will be below the
rated current even with overcurrent in the windings and the
windings may burn. Therefore a separate phase-detecting
element must be installed in such cases to prevent the motor
from burning.
(3) Internal Open-phase with a Delta-connected Motor
Let's look at the situation in Fig. 3 (c). With I1 and I2, |I1| = |I2|
just as in normal operation with a phase difference of 120°.
The V-phase power supply line current then is 3I again just
as in normal operation while the U- and W-phase currents
are I1 and I2, respectively. Since an overcurrent higher than
that found in normal operation is supplied to the windings
when viewed from the standpoint of the power supply line,
the overload element will detect the overcurrent and prevent
the motor from burning. The wiring here then is essentially
the same as that in (1) . The description so far has been
directed toward preventing the motor from burning.
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The operation resulting from an open motor power line or a motor
that was originally supposed to operate with three-phase voltage,
but is currently operating with single-phase voltage because of
loose connections, faulty control switch connection, or an open
wire in the motor is called open-phase operation.
If the motor starts up under open-phase conditions, startup
current will be supplied indefinitely because a stopped inductive
motor will not start with a single-phase voltage. Therefore the
overload element described earlier can be used to detect this
condition and prevent the motor from burning up. Should an
open-phase condition occur during normal operation and result in
single-phase operation, however, the three-phase inductive
motor will continue to operate as a single-phase inductive motor
if the load is light enough. Refer to Fig. 3. The three possible
conditions are a power-supply open phase in a star-connected
motor, a power-supply open phase in a delta-connected motor,
and an internal delta open phase. Let's see whether we can
prevent the motor from burning up here simply by inserting an
overload element in the power supply line.
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Summary of overload elements
(1) The current element of the overload elements will not
operate at the rated current and is generally set to
operate at 125% of the rated value. Set the time to
several seconds or several tens of seconds with an
overcurrent of 500% of the rated value and set it
longer than the motor's startup time. With inverse
time-delay characteristics, the time characteristics
are normally set for quick activation with high
currents and slow activation with low currents.
(2) Some time elements operate with the same time
characteristics at startup and in subsequent operation
and other time elements have a time delay only at
startup and operate instantly to protect loads connected
to the motor in subsequent operation. The latter are
generally referred to as instantaneous elements.
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Current- and voltage-type elements can be used for reversephase detection as in open-phase detection. Refer to Fig. 6. If
a reverse-phase element is installed prior to the magnet
contactor as shown in Fig. 6, a reverse phase can be detected
before the motor is started. This can prevent the motor from
operating in reverse even briefly as mentioned earlier. The
fastest the current-type element can operate is 0.5 s, so some
reverse operation is unavoidable. This makes the voltagetype element more practical. The drawback to the voltagetype element, however, is that there is one more connection
to the Motor Protective Relay, and a VT must be installed
when using a high-voltage motor, for example. The advantage
of the current-type element is that it can determine the phase
sequence of current supplied to the motor directly, but the
drawback as mentioned earlier is that it requires a little time
before it can start detecting (the motor starts before the
reverse current is detected).
In both cases, the phase sequence is only detected in
reverse-phase detection at the connection point (power line
position for voltage detection and CT position for current
detection). This means that special attention must be paid to
this point during installation.
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It is extremely rare that the phase sequence would be
reversed after the motor was installed, and thus a reversephase element is often not required. There are cases,
however, when installing a reverse-phase element would be
best, such as in applications where connections are often
changed, such as for motors with mobile power supplies, or in
applications where connections are changed for
maintenance.
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Reverse-phase Element Summary

(1) Reverse-phase elements are not needed in many
cases.
(2) Voltage and current detection have advantages and
disadvantages. The advantages are that voltage
detection can detect reverse phase prior to startup and
current detection can be used to monitor the motor's
current phase sequence directly.

Common

Open-phase Element Summary
(1) An overcurrent element alone may not be able to
prevent an open phase from burning up a motor. An
open-phase element is needed as well.
(2) An open phase does not generate overcurrent with light
loads and therefore overloads cannot be detected in
that situation. An open-phase element is required to
quickly detect the abnormal condition.
(3) Open phase generally means an open power supply line
and special care must be taken with internal star-delta
open phases because open phases cannot be detected
in many cases.
(4) Voltage-type elements are also available, but currenttype elements are far more practical.

Current-type elements
can monitor motor
current phase
sequence directly, but
only after startup.
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There are other methods that use motor voltages rather than
current transformers to detect open phases as shown in Fig. 5.
This method cannot, however, detect an open phase on the
motor side because of where the connecting point for openphase detection is located. An open phase cannot be detected on
the power supply side with light load operation either because the
motor terminal voltage will not drop very much. For these
reasons, the current method is the better choice for detection.

M

Voltage-type elements
can detect a reverse
phase before it
reaches the magnet
contactor, but they
require more wiring.
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Fig. 6 Comparison between Voltage and Current-type
Reverse-phase Elements
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If the phase sequence is reversed with three-phase inductive
motors, the rotating direction of the motor will be reversed.
There are no applications that allow motor rotation in just any
direction and even the briefest reversal may be fatal to the
load. This is why we have a reverse-phase element that will
instantly detect when the phase sequence of power supplied
to the motor is reversed.
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Fig. 5 Current-type Open-phase Element Ranking
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The fundamental principle of protection is to detect and dispose
of error conditions immediately and therefore protection is not
limited strictly to preventing the motor from burning. The
fundamental principle is always to detect open-phase conditions
as quickly as possible.
In other words, open-phase elements are generally installed in
situations like those shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (c) to speed up the
detection process because it takes a while for overload elements
to detect open-phase conditions with light loads rather than
merely preventing motors from burning.
There is one other thing to keep in mind about open-phase elements.
The U-, V-, and W-phase currents in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) are
balanced during normal operation, but the power supply line
current of the open phase when an open-phase condition occurs
will drop straight to zero and single-phase reciprocating current
will be supplied to the other two phases. In this case, the vector
relationship before and after the open-phase occurrence
changes dramatically as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
We know intuitively that the vector in Fig. 3 (c) will change the
way it did in Fig. 4 (b) and that it is not as significant as that in Fig.
4 (a). In fact, it will be harder to detect an open phase with the
situation in Fig. 3 (c) than with the situation in Fig. 3 (a) and (b).
Normally the condition shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) is referred to as
open phase and the condition shown in Fig. 3 (c) is referred to as
internal star-delta open phase. The most common detectable
open phases are those shown in (a) and (b), so special care must
be taken when using star-delta inductive motors (the most
common of which are 1.5 kW or higher).
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 Motor Protective Relay Characteristics
Motor Current Waveform Distortion

Sensors

There are several problems that must be addressed with using a
motor and Motor Protective Relay. The following section
describes an open-phase voltage drop, motor current waveform
distortion, capacitor installation to improve the power factor, and
unbalanced motor currents.

Motor Current Waveform for a Ventilation Fan
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Install an advance-phase capacitor parallel to the motor as
shown in Fig. 7 to improve the motor's power factor. Current
supplied to a motor with a light load is almost always reactive
and susceptible to infusion of higher harmonics. Installing a
capacitor parallel to the motor will negate the fundamental
harmonic component leaving only higher harmonics. If the
harmonic current is significant, then the open-phase and
reverse-phase circuits designed for 50/60 Hz sine wave input
tend to malfunction. This rarely occurs because the harmonic
current is generally low. It is safer, however, to install the
capacitor before the Motor Protective Relay as shown in Fig.
7 to lower the odds of circuit malfunction.
If the capacitor is installed after the Motor Protective Relay,
the motor current appears to drop. The problem is that you
have to anticipate that drop when setting the overcurrent
must-operate value for the Motor Protective Relay. From that
standpoint, you should apply no more than the motor current
to the Motor Protective Relay.
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Capacitor Installation to Improve the Power
Factor
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Fig. 7 Open-phase Voltage Drop and Phase-advance
Capacitor Position
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Current should be supplied to the motor with the sine wave
shown in the figure above, but highly distorted current
waveforms have been observed in some battered, old
submersible motors that are operating perfectly fine.
Motor Protective Relays are designed for sine wave input, so
distortion of the waveform will increase activation current
value errors with overload elements or cause open- and
reverse-phase elements to operate improperly. You could
conclude from this that voltage-type fast activating reversephase elements are preferable over current types because
there is generally less distortion in the voltage waveforms of
motors. However, manufacturers have conducted countless
studies on the problem of waveform distortion and there is
very little difference between the two types today.

Safety Components

The voltage supplied to the Motor Protective Relay and magnet
contactor does not go to zero even if the V phase is open (open
wire) as shown in Fig. 7. Only about half the voltage between the
U and W lines (Vuw) is applied because Vuw is split by the X and
Y windings of the motor and the impedance of the magnet
contactor excitation coil and the Motor Protective Relay power
supply circuit is significantly higher than that of the X and Y
windings. You can choose here to have the Motor Protective
Relay detect the open phase and operate with just half the rated
voltage to shut down the magnet contactor or have it reset
automatically because it cannot operate on half the voltage.
Protection will be disabled, however, if the magnet contactor
power supply and Motor Protective Relay power supply are out of
phase. As shown in Fig. 7, for example, both the Motor Protective
Relay and magnet contactor are drawing power from the U and
W phases, but if we make it so only the magnet contactor is
drawing power from the U and W phases, then the magnet
contactor will not reset despite an open V phase because the
rated voltage will be applied to the contactor and the Motor
Protective Relay cannot operate because only half the voltage is
applied to it. Therefore you can operate the Motor Protective
Relay with half the voltage or reset the magnet contactor with half
the voltage through careful wiring. Care is required either way.
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Current
Converter

X

Y

Z

Others

−
1. When the V phase is open, the X and Y
windings split Vuw and about half Vuw is
applied to the magnet contactor and the
Motor Protective Relay.
2. Connect the phase-advance capacitor to the
power supply after the current transformer.

Common

Note: An open phase will not drop the voltage to half while the motor is
operating with a light load because near-normal voltage is inversely
supplied from the motor side. In that case, the protection expected
from magnet contactor release voltage is not achieved.
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 Structure of the Static Motor Protective Relay (Example: OMRON's SE Series)
Current Converter

Switches

A current converter consists of a current transformer that
steps down motor current to a level the transistor circuits can
handle, a three-phase full-wave rectifier diode that rectifies
the secondary current from the current transformer, and a
resistor that converts the rectified current to a DC voltage.
This current converter in particular has been designed for use
with a wide range of motor currents. The taps in the current
converter can be switched to vary the resistance in three
levels. You could, for example, output 21 V from the current
converter by connecting a 600-Ω resistor for a motor current
of 80 A, a 1,200-Ω resistor for a motor current of 40 A, or a
2,400-Ω resistor for a motor current of 20 A. The output from
the current collector is always 21 V, so the Motor Protective
Relay can be set to operate at 20 A, 40 A, or 80 A simply by
switching the taps using 21 V for activation.
(Note: The voltages and resistances are example values.)
The current converter can also be operated at 10 A by
selecting the 20-A activation tap and winding the motor power
line twice around the converter so 10 A looks like 20 A.
Similarly, it can be operated at 5 A by winding the power line
around the current converter four times.

Safety Components
Relays
Control Components

Fig. 8 Internal Block Diagram of the SE-series Static Motor Protective Relay (Inverse Time-delay Type)
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Note: 1. These figures are plug-in terminal numbers. The parentheses indicate panel-mounted terminal symbols.
2. Terminal 3 (W) does not have to be wired if the reverse element is OFF.
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Fig. 10 Internal block diagram of the SE Static Motor
Protection Relay (instantaneous type)
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Fig. 9 Overload Activation Time Characteristics
(Reference values)

When overcurrent flow continues beyond the SV time
settings, the output relay (X) is energized from the output
circuit through the OR circuit, the contact switches from X to
c, and the alarm, breaking, or other action associated with the
contact is operated. With an instantaneous Motor Protective
Relay, the motor is considered to have started when motor
current exceeds the rating by at least 30% and the start time
circuit will begin operating. There is no output for a prescribed
period of time, however, regardless of the size of the input
current. The overcurrent detection circuit operates
immediately and generates an output, but the motor will not
operate without the AND output. After the startup time has
elapsed, motor current ranging from the rating to 50% of the
rating will be supplied and the startup time circuit output will
continue without interruption.
The overcurrent detection circuit will operate as soon as
overcurrent is detected and the (X) relay will operate less than
0.5 s later.

Sensors

The current converter output is input to the Motor Protective
Relay via lines to terminal 7 (C+) and terminal 8 (C−). (The
figures here are plug-in terminal numbers and the
parentheses indicate terminal numbers for embedded
models.) There the current is first split by the current scale SV
circuit and then input to the overcurrent detection circuit. The
current scale SV circuit is a simple potentiometer-type voltage
splitter that can convert current must operate values by
varying the split rate. If the 20-A tap is selected here, then the
must operate value can be set between 8 and 20 A by turning
the potentiometer knob. When overcurrent occurs, the
overcurrent detection circuit will detect it and drive the next
time SV circuit. This time SV circuit has the inverse time-delay
characteristics described earlier and its time characteristics
are shown in Fig. 9.
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(Manual Reset Type)
SE:
The (X) relay is a mechanically self-holding relay that
operates until it is manually reset even if the power
goes out.
K2CM: The (X) relay remains locked even if the power goes
out because it uses a keep relay system. A power
supply is required to reset the relay.
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The time SV circuit also contains a potentiometer. The
operating time can be varied between 2 and 10 s by turning
the potentiometer know when current 600% of the current SV
is supplied. It also has a multiplier switch that can increase the
operating time by a factor of 4, that is between 8 and 40
seconds. One feature of the time SV circuit then is the wide
time selection range from 2 to 40 s.

(Automatic Reset Type)
The relay will reset automatically if the power drops below the
set value. (An open phase will reduce the operation power
supply output if the relay is used in conjunction with an openphase element. Therefore, use another power supply other
than the motor power supply for the U and V phases.
Reverse-phase elements cannot be used for this reason.)
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Fig. 14 Unbalanced Operation Characteristics
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Fig. 11 Current Converter Output Waveform
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The current plotted on the horizontal axis represent the largest
of the three phases. When the open-phase detection circuit
provides an output, the (X) relay will operate via the OR circuit
shown in Fig. 8.

Reverse-phase Element
Fig. 15 shows the schematic and Fig. An OR phase circuit that
combines a resistor and capacitor detects reversed signals. The
reverse phase detection circuit detects when the reversed signals
reach the operating level (i.e., 80% or less of the control power
supply voltage). The (X) relay is operated by the output from the
reverse-phase detection circuit via the OR circuit. The U and V
phases supply power to the Motor Protective Relay, so you might
have felt compelled to disconnect terminal 3 (W) because you did
not need a reverse-phase element. This could have the opposite
effect, because the Vuv can split between RP1 and CC1 and split
voltage applied to the transistor may cause it to operate. It may
not operate if the voltage input is low enough, but you can never
be sure. You may have to switch to a circuit without a reversephase element in this case. This same Motor Protective Relay
can be used at 50 or 60 Hz and therefore Vde never really drops
all the way to zero even in normal operation. The difference in
Vde between normal and reverse-phase operation is significant
enough, however, to ensure stable operation.
Fig. 15 Structure of a Reverse-phase Detection Circuit
Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

Fig. 13 Open-phase Operating Characteristics
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The static Motor Protective Relay conforms to this principle, so an
open-phase has occurred when the ratio of the DC component
extracted by one filter and the second harmonic component
extracted by another filter from among the current converter
outputs (more precisely the split voltages) has been exceeded.
As shown in Fig. 13, the operating time of the relay with an open
phase is approximately 1.5 seconds regardless of the current.

200
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Comparator circuit

100

Control Components

Fig. 12 Structure of an Open-phase Detection Circuit
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Fig. 11 (a) shows the rectified output waveform during normal
operation, (b) shows the waveform with an open phase, and (c)
shows the waveform with an open phase in a star-delta inductive
motor. From this we know that the DC component is large, the AC
component is small, and the frequency component is high from at
least the 6th harmonic during normal operation. We also know that
the DC component is small, the AC component is large, and the 2nd
AC component harmonic is the largest with an open phase. We can
conclude then that an open phase can be detected with a circuit
structured to respond to the second harmonic/DC component ratio or
the AC component/DC component ratio.
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VVW d point

VC1
VR3
VUV d, e point
VR2

VR3
V

U

V

Common

It has been found, however, that the 2nd harmonic
component/DC component approximates an unbalanced rate
function. This means that the Motor Protective Relay is
designed more for unbalanced detection than for open-phase
detection and it is set to operate when the unbalanced factor
reaches approximately 35%. Fig. 14 shows how the
unbalanced factor varies with the current value.
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External Connections

Instrument gauge
transformer
110 V

110 V

BZ

Alarm
buzzer

No-voltage
tripping coil
Breaker

SE-K@1N
Motor
Protective
Relay

Phase-advance
capacitor

6

5

4

3

(Ta) (Tc) (Tb) (W)

(C+) (C−) (U) (V)

7

Current
transformer

8

1

2

+
−
High-tension
motor

M

SET-3A
Current
Converter

Control Components

Unbalance Motor Current

The unbalance rate for motor current normally does not
exceed several percentage points, but an unbalance rate of
10% to 20% or more has been observed in motors that have
been in use for many years and motors that are supplied
power through V-wired transformers.
Refer to the simple unbalance rate calculation method in the
reference information on the following page. Use this method
for measurement. Delta internal phase detection may not be
possible if the unbalance rate exceeds 20%.

Automation Systems

T

T

Relays

S

S

Safety Components

R

R

Switches

Fig. 17(a) External Connections for a Star-delta Startup
Motor

Fig. 17(b) External connections for no-voltage tripping
with high-tension inductive motors
Sensors

Fig. 17 (a) and (b) are examples of external connections.
Terminal 3(W) does not have to be connected if a reversephase element is not used.
(1) The same phase should be input to the excitation coil of
the magnet contactor and power supply terminals (U and
V) of the Motor Protective Relay.
(2) Install an advance-phase capacitor on the power supply
side after the current converter.
(3) Make sure the polarities are correct when connecting the
current converter to the Motor Protective Relay. You do
not have to be particularly concerned about the current
capacity of the connecting lines because the current is
normally only a few mA or several tens of mA at most. By
the same token, 600-V insulated lines may be used
because the voltage is normally several tens of volts or
less and never exceeds 400 V even with overcurrent.
Environmental factors like noise are not a real concern
either, except that high current carrying lines should
always be kept as far away as possible.
(4) Be sure to connect the correct phase to the voltage
terminals (U, V, and W). The phase sequence is not
relevant when a reverse-phase element is not required
(reverse-phase element OFF) because only terminals U
and V are used.
(5) The U, V, and W terminals should be wired before the
magnet contactor to enable reverse-phase detection
before the motor starts.

Motion / Drives

Stop

BZ
Start

Alarm
buzzer

SE-series
Motor
Protective
Relay

Phase-advance
capacitor

6

5

4

3

(Ta) (Tc) (Tb) (W)

(C+) (C−) (U)

7

8

1

(V)

2

Power Supplies /
In Addition

+

SET-3
Current
Converter

Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

D/C-series
contactor

−

Star-delta switching device

M

Motor

Others
Common
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 Reference
Unbalance Rate
According to the law of symmetrical coordinates, the
unbalance rate is defined as:

.

.

+ a Ic
Ia +
= .
.
.
Ia + a Ib + a2 Ic

.

Where Ia , Ib , and Ic are the current of the three phases and
the vector operator is as follows:

(

=−

1
2

+j

3
2

1.5
1.4

1.2

1.2

D6

)

1.1
P2

1.0

35
50

= 0.7, KC =

45
50

1.0

D5

KC 0.8
C

0.9

0.7

0.7

10.0
D3

P1

15.0

0.6

D2

0.5

20.0
25.0

0.6
D1
0.5

30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
75.0

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
X

0.8 KB
B

5.0

D4

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4 0.5
KA

Control Components

= 1.0, KB =

1.3

Relays

50

1.4

D7

1.3

0.9

KA =

1.5

D8

1.1

This gives us a scale for expressing three-phase current and
the extent of voltage unbalance. These are difficult
calculations, however, and the following calculation table is a
simpler way to work out the unbalance rate.
Fig. 18 is a graph for determining the unbalance rate if you
know the absolute values for the three phase inputs.
If we have a three-phase AC input, for example, with a phase
A current, IA, of 50 A, a phase B current, IB, of 35 A, and a
phase C current, IC, of 45 A, then we can use current IA as a
base and divide the other phase currents by IA to find the
unbalance rate, as follows:
50

1.6

Safety Components

a

1.6

Switches

.

Positive phase component

.

a2 Ib

Sensors

Negative phase component
Unbalance rate =

.

Fig. 18 Calculating Table for the Unbalanced Rate of
Three-phase Current and Voltage

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.0
1.0
Y

= 0.9

Automation Systems

Check to see if arc B starting from the point KB = 0.7 on the
vertical axis on the right side intersects at point P1 with arc C
starting from the point KC = 0.9 on the vertical axis on the left
side. The point P1 is located on the circle representing an
unbalanced rate of 20%. In this case, then, we determined
that the unbalanced rate will be 20%.
Similarly, KA = 1.0, KB = 1.3, and KC = 1.0 when IA = 50 A,
IB = 65 A, and IC = 50 A. The intersecting point for these arcs
is P2, and P2 is close enough to the circle representing an
unbalanced rate of 20% that we can conclude the unbalanced
rate here too is 20%. The intersecting points for arcs
emanating from any KC and KB combination falls on the 20%
unbalanced rate circle and all have an unbalanced rate of
20%. We know from this that there are an infinite number of
combinations with the same unbalance rate.
Similarly, D1 through D8 represent all combinations with an
unbalance rate of 25%.
.
.
If we consider star-delta P1XY then XY = IA , P1X = IC , and P1Y
.
= IB . In other words, star-delta P1XY yields a vector diagram
for IA, IB, and IC.

Motion / Drives
Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

Power Supplies /
In Addition
Others
Common
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 Motor Protection

Poor insulation

Leakage current detection

Stationary-type
overcurrent relay

Overcurrent detection
Field coil temperature detection
Voltage drop detection
Field coil temperature detection
Field coil temperature detection

Thermally driven

Motor breaker

Field coil temperature detection
Overcurrent detection

Electromagnetic

Motor fuse

Field coil temperature detection
Frequency detection
rpm detection
Imbalance detection
Overcurrent detection
Field coil temperature detection
Appropriate maintenance
Overcurrent detection
Field coil temperature detection

Failure in equipment
(including blown fuse)

rpm detection
Open phase detection

Circuit failure

Imbalance detection
Reversed phase detection
Open phase detection

Circuit failure

Imbalance detection

Poor insulation

Reversed phase detection
Leakage current detection

Failure in equipment
(including blown fuse)

rpm detection

Inductive Motor Protection

Purpose of Protection and Applicable Protective Relays for Inductive Motors
Applicable relay

Thermal relay
3E

❍
❍
❍
×

Protective measures
General-purpose cage motor
Single-phase motor
Wound rotor motor
Water motor

❍
Δ

❍
Δ

Intermittent
operation

General-purpose cage motor
Single-phase motor
Wound rotor motor
Water motor

Δ
Δ
Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ
Δ

❍
Δ
Δ
@

Slow down or locking

General-purpose cage motor
Single-phase motor
Wound rotor motor
Water motor

Δ
Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ
Δ

❍
Δ
@
@

Abnormality in
distribution lines

Open-phase drive (burning prevention)
Unbalanced, three-phase drive
Short-circuit
Overvoltage/undervoltage
Current leakage
Ground fault
Reverse phase

Δ
@
@
❍
×
Δ
×

❍
@
@
❍
×
Δ
×

@
@
Δ
❍
×
Δ
×

Flush-type
relay
(w/PTC
thermistor)

Associated
thermal
relay

❍
Δ

❍
❍
❍
❍

❍
Δ

Δ

Δ

@

Δ

Δ

Δ
Δ

Δ
❍

Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ

Δ

Δ
Δ
Δ

Δ

❍
❍
Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ

Δ

@
❍
(4E)
(4E)

@
❍
(4E)
(4E)

Δ
@
❍
×
Δ
×

Δ
@
@
❍
×
Δ
×

For
general-purpose
motor

For water
motor
Δ

❍

❍

×
×
×
×

Motor
breaker
❍
❍
❍
@
Δ
❍
Δ
@
❍
Δ
@
@
@
×
❍
×
×
❍
×

Others

Standard
operation

Stationary type relay 3E (4E)

2E
thermal
relay

Power Supplies /
In Addition

2E

Thermal relay
w/saturation
reactor

Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

: Protects in all cases.
❍: Protects in most cases.
Δ: Protects under certain conditions.
@: Does not protect in most cases.
×: Does not protect.

Variation in the types of inductive motors available today leads to many types of failures.
The following table lists appropriate protective devices for these motors.

Overload

Hybrid (2E, 3E, 4E) relay

2E or 3E as standard features
Thermally-driven
W/open phase detection (2E)
overload relay
Electromagnetic overcurrent relay

Outside of
motor

Motion / Drives

Problems due
to leakage current
No. of poles cannot
be changed

Overcurrent relay
3E relay
Overcurrent relay

Automation Systems

Problems due
to reversed phase

Inductive overcurrent
relay

PTC thermistor

Control Components

Problems
due to
open
phase

Axle bearing
burning
Continuation of
star condition in
star-delta starting

Bi-metal

Relays

Problems
due to
slowed
or locked
revolution

Thermally-driven
protective device
Temperature relay

Safety Components

Field coil temperature detection
Appropriate maintenance

Circuit voltage
drop
Overwork
Intermittent operation at
high operating frequency
Continuation of star
condition in star-delta
starting
Fluctuation in
frequency
Unbalanced
voltage

Inside of
motor

Cooling fan wind pressure detection

Poor cooling

Mechanical
overload

Problems
due to
overload

Ambient temperature detection
Field coil temperature detection

Switches

Problems
due to
burning

Extremely high
ambient
temperature

Sensors

All the protective devices for motors have specific functions.
Unfortunately none of these functions can reach their full
potential unless they are used properly. This is why you must
select the proper device for the type of protection you require.

There are all kinds of motor circuit failures and protective
devices designed for specific purposes must be used to
protect against such failures. The following describes various
motor accident details and protective measures.
There are a variety of protective devices, including 3E relays,
thermal relays, and motor circuit breakers, and they are
summarized below.

Common
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 Protection by 3E Relay

Branch circuit
wiring

• Can it withstand the short-circuit current until the
MCCB operates?
• Can it withstand the overload current until the MCCB,
thermal relay, or 3E Relay operates?

Thermal relay or
3E relay

• Can it protect the motor, when the motor is
overloaded or constrained?
• Can it protect the motor, when the motor is
overloaded or constrained?

(e) (f)
Current (logarithmic divisions)

Time (logarithmic divisions)

Note: The current value at the end of the load line must be
lower than this value.

INCORRECT
Time

Thermal relay's operation
characteristics
Fuseless breaker
operating
characteristics

Motor's starting
current

Fuseless breaker
malfunction

Current

Automation Systems

• Can the device interrupt short circuit current?
• Will the motor malfunction when subjected to rush
current?

(See note.)

Control Components

Molded case
circuit breaker
(MCCB)

Thermal
relay operation
characteristics

Relays

• Can it switch sufficient power?
• Can it withstand short-circuit current?

Intersection of operation
Thermal relay
characteristics and
heater burned
Permissible current of
circuit breaker lines

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Protective Coordination of Motors

Electromagnetic
switch

Permissible current vs. time
characteristics of load lines

Motor's starting
current

The PC characteristics curve of the 3E Relay, (which is used
as a yardstick when designing a motor protection system) can
be drawn in the following procedure.
When designing a motor system, adequate considerations
must be given to whether the motors and their circuits can be
effectively coordinated with other equipment and devices. It is
important that each motor operates in protective coordination
(PC) with the devices listed in the following table.

Motor's temperature characteristics
Fuseless breaker operating characteristics

Safety Components

The overload protection feature of the 3E Relay protects the
motor from overload when it operates normally. With this
feature alone, the motor can be protected most of the time. To
ensure effective protection, it is necessary to set correctly the
"must operate voltage" and operate time of the 3E Relay.

CORRECT

Switches

Overload Protection

As examples, correct and incorrect PC characteristic curves
are shown below.

Sensors

As discussed above, there are various motor protective
equipment and devices available. The 3E Relay is provided
with three features to protect motors: protection from
overload, open phase, and reverse phase. These three
features of the 3E Relay are discussed next.

Creating a PC Characteristic Curve

Plot motor's temperature characteristics and
starting current, and 3E Relay's overload
protection characteristics.

Power Supplies /
In Addition

Check list
• Does motor malfunction when applied
with starting current?
• Is 3E Relay's cooperation characteristics
curve below motor's critical curve?
• Does 3E Relay cooperate with an MCCB?
Does an MCCB cooperate with the motor?

Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

Set motor according to must operate voltage
and operate time of 3E Relay.

Motion / Drives

Check ratings, starting current, starting time,
and temperature characteristics of motor.

Others
Common
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Open-phase Protection

Reverse-phase Protection

Switches

The motor rotating direction will be reversed if the phase
sequence is reversed. Reverse-phase elements will detect
the phase sequence of the power supply and will lock up the
motor during startup if the phases are reversed. Phase
sequence detection is no longer needed once the elements
are properly installed. Although one side effect of the
elements is motor protection, the main purpose is to protect
the load.

Sensors
Safety Components

An open-phase condition refers to single-phase motor operation
that results from a broken motor power line or loose power line
connections, faulty switch contact, or a broken wire in a motor.
When it occurs, the phase current increases markedly compared
to the increase in motor line current, the winding temperature
exceeds the permissible limit, and the motor will burn up in some
cases. Open-phase protection is needed here rather than
overload protection. The figure shows open-phase accidents and
current fluctuations. The point of the figure is to show that the
increase in phase current is relatively higher than the increase in
line current in cases 2, 3, and 5 in the figure and that line current
overload detection cannot always detect failures.
There is no need to set the activation values on the user end
because open-phase detection sensitivity is fixed. Examples are
provided here, however, because these failures are so difficult.
Open-phase Accidents and Current Fluctuation

In (%)

0

i1

I1

No.4

η

i1, i3, I2

I2 = 100 (%)
I1, I3 = 58 (%)

200
I3

100

I1,

I2

0

i2

100
80
60
40
20
0

I2
I1,
20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

No
load

Full load
Half load

5 10 15 20
Unbalanced
voltage rate (%)

Rate of temperature
rise (%)

100
0

---

20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

200
100
0

20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

200
100
0

20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

200
100
0

2 4 6 10 12
Unbalanced
voltage rate (%)

Common

ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE IN MILLIMETERS.
To convert millimeters into inches, multiply by 0.03937. To convert grams into ounces, multiply by 0.03527.

Others

---

Unbalanced
current rate

I3

No.6

i1,
100

i2
I2

Unbalanced
voltage

200

20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

200

I3 = 100 (%)
I1, I2 = 50 (%)

I3

No.5

In (%)

i1

0

Power Supplies /
In Addition

I1

20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

Rate of temperature
rise (%)

0

I3

100

20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

I2

Open phase on
the primary side
of the
transformer

200

Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

In (%)

i3

200

86.6

20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

Motion / Drives

I2
I3

i2

40
30
100
20
I1, I3 10
Three
0
20 40 60 80 100
balanced
LOAD (%)
phases

I1

No.3

I1, I3
100

i2

I2
I3

i1

200

0

Rate of temperature
rise (%)

No.2

20 40 60 80 100
LOAD (%)

100

Rate of temperature
rise (%)

i1

86.6

200

Automation Systems

In (%)

Open phase
straight to the
power supply

I3

Temperature rise with an
open phase

Rate of temperature
rise (%)

0

I1

Three balanced
phases

I2
I3

Open phase in
the delta phase

I 1,

100

Three-phase

× 100 (%)

Control Components

No.1

200

Three balanced
phases

I1

Phase current

Unbalanced
rate η (%)

In (%)

Line current

Startup current
Open phase

Rate of temperature
rise (%)

Open-phase current and load rate for the
operating conditions

Circuit patterning

Relays

Open-phase
condition

In the interest of product improvement, specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Technical Explanation for Measuring and Monitoring Relays
CSM_Measuring_MonitoringRY_TG_E_1_2

Introduction
Sensors

What Is a Measuring and Monitoring Relay?

Switches

A Measuring and Monitoring Relay is a protective control device. There are various types of Measuring and Monitoring Relays
depending on what they monitor and output alarm signals for. The basic functions are to receive input signals, monitor and
determine them, and output an alarm signal if a set value (threshold) is reached.
Measuring and Monitoring Relays (alarm relays) protect your important devices and products against unlikely problems (e.g.,
overvoltage and overcurrent faults).
They monitor AC power supplies (voltage and current), temperatures, and other analog signals and detect abnormalities in
machines and equipment by determining values against alarm thresholds. Also, an alarm signal can be output from relay contacts
if an input signal goes into an abnormal status to stop the machine or equipment before it is damaged.

Safety Components

Operation Example
Input signal

Voltage

Monitoring
Ex.)
Voltage

Alarm signal

Danger!

Motor
Heater

Temperature

Pump
Alarm
threshold

Stopping a machine
before damage occurs

Alarm You can select a relay
Output output or transistor output.*2
Control Components

Liquid
level

Relays

Current

Input A voltage, current,
Signal temperature (from a thermocouple or
platinum resistance thermometer),
or liquid level (from an electrode) can
be input.*1

*1. There are different models for different types of inputs.
*2. A transistor output can be selected only from the K8DT Series.

Time

Automation Systems

Measuring and Monitoring Relays
K8DT Series
Slim and Extended
Models

K8AK Series
Extended Models

K8DS Series
Compact and
Simple Models

Motion / Drives

These are the problems that OMRON’s K8-series
Measuring and Monitoring Relays can solve for you:
(1) Alarms do not occur before equipment is damaged.
(2) Protecting equipment from poor-quality power
supply systems is necessary.
(3) Preventing excessive temperature increases in
heaters is necessary.
(4) Control panels for electrode-based water level
control must be downsized.
(5) Measuring and Monitoring Relays that conform to
international safety standards are necessary.*

Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

* For information on applicable standards,refer to specific product
datasheets.

Description of Operation
Example of a K8DT-VS Relay for Voltage Monitoring

Output status
indicator

Overvoltage
alarm threshold
Indicator
flashing time

Voltage knob

Hysteresis knob

Alarm
indicator

Others

Input level

Input voltage signal

Power Supplies /
In Addition

Power
indicator

Operation Timing Chart

Operating time
knob

ON
OFF

Alarm indicator

Common

ON
OFF

Relay contacts

Time

1
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Locations for Introducing Measuring and Monitoring Relays and Their Functions
Sensors
Switches

Various machines operate at production sites.
Such industrial machines are used as the power source for motors and heaters on production lines, so when there is some kind
of trouble with the machines, defects occur in products and sometimes production equipment is damaged.
Monitoring the status of the main power circuits for industrial machines and production equipment and protecting devices from lowvoltage overcurrents, overvoltages, and other faults for power up to 600 VAC* in this way is called device protection.
OMRON calls the products for this type of device protection Measuring and Monitoring Relays.
* The voltage that is specified in Japan.

Example from Japan
Primary and secondary Distribution substation
transformer substations

500,000 V

100,000 V

Pole-mounted transformer

6,600 V

Safety Components

Power plant

100/200 V

Relays

Buildings, factories, etc.

Residences, companies, etc.

Molding
section

Filler
No.1

Control Components

100 to 600 VAC to
supply power
Scrap cutter

Filler
No.2

Date stamp

Operation
panel
Sealer

Cutting
machine

Automation Systems

Motor

Control panel

Motion / Drives
Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

Types of Measuring and Monitoring Relays
There are the following types of Measuring and Monitoring Relays.

Motor Protection Relays
L1
L2
L3
400V 400V

Incorrect
phase
sequence

Input signal

Alarm
output

K8DT-TH
Temperature
Monitoring Relay

Heater

K8DT-PH
Phase-sequence
Phase-loss Relay

Threshold
determination

Thermocouple
input

Water Level Control Relays

Power Supplies /
In Addition

400V

Phase
loss
If an incorrect phase
sequence or phase loss is
detected, an alarm output
is sent to notify the PLC

Temperature Monitoring Relays

K8DT-LS
Conductive Level Switch

Relay alarm output
Others

Pump

Inverter
Alarm
PLC

Water or other liquid
Power supply voltage
 100 to 240 VAC
 24 VAC/DC

Common

Motor

Industrial
furnace

Alarm output

2
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Application Examples
Sensors

Motor Protection

K8DT-A/-V/-P
Application

Ideal for monitoring for error trends in motors and other equipment
(e.g., equipment with three-phase motors, expensive equipment, and equipment with compressors).
Switches

Handle a Wide Range of Applications
L1 L2 L3

L1

Start switch

L1 L2 L3

Start switch

Contactor

Contactor

Single-phase
voltage

Current detection
(CT)

Start switch

Safety Components

Contactor

N

3-phase
voltage

K8DT-V

K8DT-P

Single-phase Current Relay

Single-phase
Voltage Relay

Three-phase Measuring and
Monitoring Relay

Abnormal currents are
detected to detect
equipment deterioration.

Abnormal voltages are
detected to detect
equipment deterioration.

Preventing motor reverse operation.
Three-phase voltage imbalances
are detected to protect the
motor and other equipment.

Semi-conductor manufacturing equipment etc.

Control Components

Press etc.

Relays

K8DT-A

Compressor etc.

Temperature Monitoring Relay

K8DT-TH
Application

Redundant Prevention of Excessive
Temperature Increases

Automation Systems

Ideal for redundant prevention of excessive temperature increases in heaters
(e.g., electronic components, semiconductors, and industrial furnaces).
Heater

K8DT-TH
Temperature
Monitoring Relay

Temperature
Controller

Motion / Drives

The slim body fits
neatly into place.
Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

Water Level Control

K8DT-LS
Application

Ideal for water level detection and control in tanks
(e.g., water processing and circulation equipment).

Power Supplies /
In Addition

Tank Water Level Control
(Example of water discharge control)

K8DT-LS

Electrode holder
L1 L2 L3

Conductive Level
Controller

Others

Contactor

Automatic water
level control

Common

Pump
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Classifications of Measuring and Monitoring Relays
Sensors

The OMRON K8-series Monitoring and Measuring Relays are classified as follows:
Input

Function

Upper or
lower limit
(switched)

or

Single-phase
Undercurrent

Voltage

Single-phase
Undercurrent

Upper or
lower limit
(switched)

Single-phase
Undervoltage

Fixed

Phase loss

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Upper and
lower limits

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Three-phase
Undervoltage

Three-phase
Overvoltage

Upper and
lower limits

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Three-phase
Undervoltage

Three-phase
Overvoltage

Upper and
lower limits

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Three-phase
Undervoltage

Three-phase
Overvoltage

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Three-phase
Asymmetry

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Three-phase
Asymmetry

Motor protection
Three-phase

Upper limit

Three-phase
Undervoltage

Three-phase
Overvoltage

K8DT-AS

22.5 mm

Screws

Two SPDT relay outputs

K8AK-AW

17.5 mm

Push-In Plus

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

K8DT-AW

22.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8AK-VS

17.5 mm

Push-In Plus

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

K8DT-VS

22.5 mm

Screws

Two SPDT relay outputs

K8AK-VW

17.5 mm

Push-In Plus

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

K8DT-VW

22.5 mm

Screws

One DPDT relay output

K8AK-PH

17.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8DS-PH

17.5 mm

Push-In Plus

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

K8DT-PH

22.5 mm

Screws

Two SPDT relay outputs

K8AK-PM

17.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8DS-PM

17.5 mm

Push-In Plus

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

K8DT-PM

22.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8AK-PA

17.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8DS-PA

22.5 mm

Screws

Two SPDT relay outputs

K8AK-PW

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Three-phase
Undervoltage

17.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8DS-PU

Upper and
lower limits

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Three-phase
Undervoltage

Three-phase
Overvoltage

Three-phase
Asymmetry

17.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8DS-PZ

Upper and
lower limits

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

Three-phase
Undervoltage

Three-phase
Overvoltage

Three-phase
Asymmetry

17.5 mm

Push-In Plus

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

K8DT-PZ

Phase
sequence

Phase loss

22.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8AK-PT

22.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8AK-TS

22.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8AK-TH

17.5 mm

Push-In Plus

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

K8DT-TH

22.5 mm

Screws

One SPDT relay output

K8AK-LS

17.5 mm

Push-In Plus

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

K8DT-LS

Power Supplies /
In Addition

Lower limit
alarm

Fixed

One SPDT relay output or
one transistor output

Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

Upper and
lower limits

Push-In Plus

Motion / Drives

Phase
sequence

Upper limit

17.5 mm

Automation Systems

Phase loss

Fixed

K8AK-AS

Single-phase
Overvoltage

Phase
sequence

Fixed

One SPDT relay output

Control Components

Voltage

Single-phase
Undervoltage

Screws

Single-phase
Overcurrent

Single-phase
Overvoltage

Model

22.5 mm

Single-phase
Overcurrent

or

Output

Relays

Upper and
lower limits
(redundant
operation)

Terminal
block

Safety Components

Upper and
lower limits
(redundant
operation)

Width

Switches

Single-phase

Current

Alarm
operation

Thermistor

Fixed

Electrode

Upper or
lower limit
(switched)

Water supply
or discharge
(switched)

Temperature
Monitoring

Water
level control

Common

Water level
control

Thermocouple
or platinum
resistance
thermometer

Others

Temperature
monitoring

Thermistor
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Technical Explanation for Measuring and Monitoring Relays

Explanation of Terms
Single-phase Power Supply

Preventing motor reverse operation due to incorrect wiring of
a three-phase power supply (three wires).

A power supply that uses two wires.
Example: The power supply used for a household fan.
The fan motor runs with two wires on single-phase
residential power.
A single-phase power supply uses two wires.

Phase Loss Protection
Monitoring a three-phase power supply (three wires) to
prevent a motor from burning out due to a disconnected wire.

Lamp or
heater

When a current above the rated value flows through a device
(motor).

Overvoltage
Applying a voltage that is above the rated value to a device.

Undervoltage

Three-phase Power Supply
A power supply that uses three wires.
Examples: Almost all belt conveyors, cranes, and other
industrial motors use three-phase power supplies.
The majority of power equipment (motors and heaters) used
in factories runs on three-phase AC power (400 V or 200 V).
* In addition to motors, there are single-phase and three-phase heaters too.

Relays

When the rated voltage is not being applied to the device.

N

Safety Components

The operating status of a device (motor) under an abnormally
low load (such as idle running of a submersible pump).

Switches

L

Overcurrent

Undercurrent

Sensors

Incorrect Phase Sequence Protection

R

Voltage Asymmetry
A voltage imbalance in a three-phase power supply (three
wires).
Controlling the level of a liquid with electrodes
(e.g., the function of the 61F).
* A relay that performs this type of control is called a Conductive Level
Controller or Floatless Level Controller.

T

Three-phase
induction motor

Control Components

Liquid Level Control

S

Incorrect Phase Sequence
If the power wires to a three-phase motor are connected in the
wrong sequence, the motor operates in reverse.

Phase Loss

A relay that produces an alarm for an abnormal temperature
(it does not support PID control).

If a wire to a three-phase motor is disconnected or was not
connected, the motor cannot achieve its specified output.

Automation Systems

Temperature Monitoring Relay

Motion / Drives
Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

Power Supplies /
In Addition
Others
Common
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Technical Explanation for Measuring and Monitoring Relays

Further Information
Three-phase AC Power Faults
Sensors

The types of faults that can occur in machines and equipment that use three-phase AC power supplies include incorrect phase
sequence, phase loss, three-phase asymmetry, overvoltage, and undervoltage.
Concretely, in order to prevent malfunctions, motor burnout, and other troubles that can be caused by power supply faults, incorrect
phase sequence, phase loss, voltage asymmetry, overvoltage, undervoltage, and other faults are detected to protect devices and
equipment and to shorten recovery work time.

Switches

Incorrect
phase
sequence
Reversed
connections

The motor operating in reverse moves a conveyor in reverse or moves an elevator
or escalator in the opposite direction from normal, creating a major hazard and
possibly damaging the machine too.

Safety Components

Incorrect Phase Sequence
Incorrect phase sequence indicates that part of the phase sequence of a power
supply is in the opposite order, e.g., due to incorrect wiring. This causes the motor
to operate in the reverse direction from its normal one.
The sequence should be R, S, T, R, S, and then T, but if it becomes S, R, T, S, R,
and then T, the rotation direction is reversed.

Start button

Contactor
Relays

Motor

The motor operates in reverse.

Phase Loss
Phase loss indicates the status in which the motor is operated on a single phase
because of a disconnected motor power wire, loose connection, switching contact
defect, or disconnected wire inside the motor.

Phase
Loss
Disconnected
line

Contact failure

Automation Systems

When a phase is lost, the motor does not start or even if it operates, it does not do
so smoothly and as a result, the motor does not provide its specified output and
the motor itself may overheat and burn out.

Control Components

The load device is damaged.

Start button

Contactor

Motion / Drives

Motor

There is no

motor output.

The load device stops operating normally.
Energy Conservation Support /
Environment Measure Equipment

Three-phase Asymmetry
If there is fluctuation in the load capacity or circuit current between the wires for a three-phase load, voltage asymmetry occurs.
If this happens, the three-phase device (e.g., motor) may heat up, break down, become louder, etc.

Power Supplies /
In Addition

Overvoltage and Undervoltage
A power voltage fluctuation leads to device and machine malfunctions and damage.

Others
Common
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